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Between Two Thieves

Net
By Richard Dehan

Author or "The Dop Doctor.”
• I.IS

"I have no hesitation in affirming that 'Between Two Thieves’ is one of the few really 
great prose epics of war of any age or of any country. In its more personal aspect, tracing 
the life struggle of a single human soul under the stress of peculiar temptation, it is one of the 
strongest books that I have been privileged to read during the past decade.”—Frederic Taber 
Cooper, former editor of The Forum.

The Scout Master of Tooop 5 By Mrs. I. T. Thurston
Author or ‘‘The Bishop’s Shadow.’

Illustrated, 12mo., cloth, net - - $1.00
Mrs. Thurston demonstrated to the delight of thousands in "The Bishop's Shadow” 

that she knew the heart of a boy as few other writers to-day do. She has again proved her 
right to be considered a master interpreter of the boy mind in this Boy Scout story. It has 
action aplenty, is fresh, breesy and the style is straight-away and clear cut.

Also the Bio Brother or Sabin Street, net $1.00 The Bishop’s Shadow, 78c.

Once Upon-a-Time Tales Bj Mlrj stewart
With “The Wat to Once-Upon-a-Time,” bt Henrt van Dyke.

12 mo, cloth, net $1.S6
These real fairy tales by the author of “Tell Me a True Story” are fresh as mountain 

breeses and clear as the water of running brooks. They have that simplicity and dramatic 
quality which irresistibly reminds the reader of Andersen and Grimm, Carroll and Lang.

The Oxford Dickens
THE FIRESIDE EDITION. 22 vole., Pasta Grain, *1.11 per vol.
THE EIGHTEEN PENNY EDITION. 20 vols., Paste Grain, Tie. per vol. 
INDIA PAPER EDITION. 17 vols., Lambskin, «1.2» per vol.

The Oxford Thackeray
THE FIRESIDE EDITION. 17 vole., Paste Grain, |1.M per vol.
INDIA PAPER EDITION. 17 vole., Lambskin, «1.U per vol.

The Oxford Scott ,U8T I88t7*D
In 24 volumes, with over 900 illustrations. Each volume contains a listTof characters and 
a complete new Glossary. Now ready.
THE EIGHTEEN PENNY EDITION. 24 vols., Paste Grain, 76c. per vol.
INDIA PAPER EDITION. 24 vols., Lambskin. $1.25 per vol.
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The Master of “ The Oaks ”
By Caroline Abbot Stanley

Illustrated, 12mo., cloth, net $1.26 
Of Mrs. Stanley’s literary work Ths Son Francisco Chronicle 

said : “ If it be high art to move the reader deeply, to grip 
the heart strings by a story that is without stage maneerisms, 
anr which deals with only real people and legitimate situ
ations, then Caroline Abbot Stanley should reach a high 
place among story-tellers of to-day.

Pill's Bible Stories.
The Story of Jems F0R little people.

. „ J ,, Cloth, net, S5o.
A very direct appeal is made to the child soul. The purpose 

is to gently, winmngly draw the child toward the divine lover 
of his kind The book is a distinct addition to the lives of 
Christ for children.

The Story of Joseph the dreamer^ ^
The Jewish shepherd lad who became the prime minister of 

Egypt lives io a very real way in this little story of his life. 
Told in a supposedly autobiographical form it presents an entirely new method of treating a 
Bible story.

The Story of David the idol of the people. cioth, net, tie.
Like the “Story of Joseph,” this life of the Psalmist is cast in an autobiographical form 

and written in language that young people will appreciate and adults will enjoy.
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